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Executive Summary
Planning for the mobility and safety of pedestrians is a major concern for urban and rural areas. One
important aspect for developing pedestrian plans is the amount of pedestrian traffic that can be
expected in a particular area given the land use, transportation and social context. The tools
available for predicting non-motorized transportation have typically been underdeveloped and less
sophisticated than those methodologies for motorized modes. The advances in geographic
information systems (GIS) and the availability of detailed spatial data now permit advances in
pedestrian modeling techniques that can be used by pedestrian planners to forecast pedestrian
volumes in a given area.
Here we present a pedestrian demand model that builds upon the traditional four-stage urban
transportation modeling process, used extensively in regional travel demand models. But unlike
regional travel models, this model functions at the pedestrian scale (at the neighborhood and street
block level), utilizes readily available archived data, and operates entirely within a geographic
information systems framework. The model has three components: trip generation, trip distribution
and network assignment. Trip generation estimates the numbers of pedestrian trips that originate and
end at each street block. Trip distribution connects these trip origins and destinations to estimate
pedestrian flows. Finally network assignment predicts routes that pedestrians are likely to take on
their journey. The end result is an estimate of the numbers of pedestrians, or pedestrian volumes,
which will occur on sidewalks and intersections in the study area over a 24-hr period.
Additionally, we explain how the model output could be used in conjunction with pedestrianvehicular crash data for analysis of pedestrian risk exposure. Pedestrian risk exposure, a common
measure of pedestrian safety, is defined as the number of crashes per pedestrian per unit area.
Pedestrian crash data are commonly available at the intersection level but data on the number of
pedestrians per intersection are frequently not available or incomplete across a study area. The
model addresses this deficiency by providing an estimation of the numbers of pedestrians per
intersection in a typical day.
This manual provides detailed instructions for using the pedestrian model to estimate modeling
pedestrian demand at the neighborhood level using readily available archived data in a geographic
3

information systems platform (ArcGIS v.9.X). The manual is organized as follows. An overview of
the purpose of this model, possible applications, and supporting literature is found in the
Introduction. Chapter 2 presents the data and software needed to run the model. Instructions for
developing a pedestrian transportation network, creation of Pedestrian Analysis Zones (PAZs), and
the land use system are given in Chapter 3, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, respectively. The next three
chapters are devoted to the three stages of the model: Trip generation in Chapter 6, trip distribution
in Chapter 7, and network assignment in Chapter 8.
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1 Introduction
Planning for the mobility and safety of pedestrians is a major concern for policymakers, resulting
from increased interest in the public health, environmental, and social benefits of walking. The
amount of pedestrian traffic that can be expected in a particular area given the land use,
transportation and social context is important for developing pedestrian plans. Yet, municipalities
rarely collect comprehensive and continuous data on pedestrian volumes because of the lack of
funding for these efforts and practical difficulties posed in collecting the data. Models that predict
pedestrian volumes are necessary. The tools available to practitioners for predicting non-motorized
transportation have typically been underdeveloped and less sophisticated than those methodologies
for motorized modes. Researchers have developed several approaches to modeling pedestrian
behaviors; however, few, if any, have found their way into practice. The advances in geographic
information systems (GIS) and the availability of detailed spatial data now permit the development
of pedestrian modeling techniques that can be used by pedestrian planners to estimate and forecast
pedestrian volumes in a given area.
Here we present a pedestrian demand model that builds upon the traditional four-stage urban
transportation modeling process, used extensively in regional travel demand models. Transportation
demand modeling has a long history in urban planning (Bates, 2000, Newell, 1980) and the need to
estimate the amount, type, and distribution of traffic in modern cities has long been established.
However, the characteristics of pedestrian behaviors are fundamentally different from other modes
of travel, particularly motorized modes. These differences pose significant challenges to employing
traditional traffic modeling approaches and software.
First, pedestrian travel occurs at a different spatial scale than other travel. Trips tend to be shorter
and thus occur at a sub-regional or neighborhood scale. If linked to another mode, such as transit or
automobiles, they are often overlooked in data collection efforts. Pedestrian trips are often
structured differently, without a clearly defined origin and destination, particularly for leisure or
exercise trips. Movement along a network is less organized than vehicular trips, as pedestrians can
easily change directions, make frequent stops, and travel off the formal network (informal paths,
jaywalking, etc.). This results in a high degree of variability in pedestrian movements. The network
itself is more difficult to define and most municipalities do not have the pedestrian network
7

available in some geographic information system. Finally, pedestrian planners are often located in
separate agencies than other transportation planners and engineers and possess different skill sets.
Pedestrian planners are more likely to be familiar with and have access to geographic information
systems than the regional travel models, which are the domain of planners of motorized modes.
There are three stages in this model: trip generation, trip distribution and network assignment. This
is similar to the four-stage regional demand models with the exception that we have omitted mode
choice and focus entirely on the pedestrian mode. Trip generation estimates the numbers of
pedestrian trips that originate and end at each street block. Trip distribution connects these trip
origins and destinations to estimate pedestrian flows. Finally network assignment predicts routes
that pedestrians are likely to take on their journey. The end result is an estimate of the numbers of
pedestrians, or pedestrian volumes, which will occur on sidewalks and intersections in the study
area over a 24-hr period.
The model presented here is tailored to the specific behaviors of pedestrians. Unlike regional travel
models, the model functions at the pedestrian scale. The model study area is defined at the
neighborhood or sub-regional level and the street block face or street block is defined as the
pedestrian analysis zone (PAZ), which is analogous to the traffic analysis zone (TAZ). This PAZ
includes attributes of the pedestrian network, the land use system, and the transportation system,
which influence pedestrian behaviors. It more accurately reflects the choices faced by pedestrians in
their trip making.
The model uses commonly available archived data. If an archived network is not available for the
study area, a pedestrian network can be developed from Census TIGER\LINE files, using aerial
photographs to check assumptions and add off-street paths. This network can include information
about pedestrian crossings at or between intersections, as well as allow pedestrians to jaywalk if
desired. The land system is represented using parcel-level land use data. These parcel-level land
uses can be aggregated to the PAZ, which is represented by a centroid at the mid-point of each block
face or at the center of each block in the network.
The pedestrian model operates entirely within a geographic information systems framework, with
the exception of the trip assignment program which is provided as an executable program. The
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decision to use GIS to run the model facilitates dissemination and use by practitioners, although it
requires some simplification of route choices since GIS has more limited ability in this stage.
Additionally, we explain how the model output could be used in conjunction with pedestrianvehicular crash data for analysis of pedestrian risk exposure. Pedestrian risk exposure, a common
measure of pedestrian safety, is defined as the number of crashes per pedestrian per unit area.
Pedestrian crash data are commonly available at the intersection level but data on the number of
pedestrians per intersection are frequently not available or incomplete across a study area. The
model addresses this deficiency by providing an estimation of the numbers of pedestrians per
intersection in a typical day.
This manual provides detailed instructions for using the pedestrian model to estimate modeling
pedestrian demand at the neighborhood level using readily available archived data in a geographic
information systems platform (ArcGIS v.9.X). The manual is organized as follows. An overview of
the purpose of this model, possible applications, and supporting literature is found in the
Introduction. Chapter 2 presents the data and software needed to run the model.
Chapter 2 presents the data and software needed to run the model. Instructions for developing a
pedestrian transportation network, creation of Pedestrian Analysis Zones (PAZs), and the land use
system are given in Chapter 3, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, respectively. The next three chapters are
devoted to the three stages of the model: Trip generation in Chapter 6, trip distribution in Chapter 7,
and network assignment in Chapter 8.
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2 Data and Software
Software

2.1

The instructions in this protocol were designed for ArcGIS 9.X. ArcGIS 8.X can also be used but
please note that step by step instructions may differ since many of the GIS functions and menus
have been moved in the later 9.X versions.
The Xtools function is required for this methodology. Please note that if using ArcGIS 8.X, the user
must acquire and install the Xtools function before beginning the process.
To help users who are not very familiar with ArcGIS, the protocol contains detailed instructions
with ArcGIS graphics showing every step of the process. In addition, unique fonts have been used
to designate different actions in ArcGIS as shown below:
•

Italic fonts are used for buttons in ArcGIS, such as Yes or OK

•

Bold fonts are used for field names such as: Input feature and Output path.

•

Italic and bold fonts are used for menu commands or options in a menu, such as: editor
toolbar and start editing

2.2

Data Requirements

To complete the pedestrian network portion of the protocol, an existing street network file of the
study area is required. Afterwards, a parcel level data file will be used to assign land use attributes to
the pedestrian network.
For the street network file, a GIS shapefile is required such as the Street Network TIGER\Line File
from the 2000 U.S. Census. This shapefile may be downloaded for any study area in the U.S. from
the Census website: http://www.census.gov/geo/www/tiger/ or from the ESRI website:
http://arcdata.esri.com/data/tiger2000/tiger_statelayer.cfm?sfips=53
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For the land use information, a GIS parcel data shapefile is required. As an example, for the State of
Maryland, Maryland Property View files may be used. These files may be ordered from the
Maryland Department of Planning: http://www.mdp.state.md.us/data/index.htm. For other study
areas, please contact the respective planning agency for parcel data files.

2.3

Data Organization

The method described in this document of creating a sidewalk network with land use attributes will
generate numerous files. This document suggests that the user create four personal geodatabases in
order to organize these files.
Each of these geodatabase will contain different kinds of information as described below:
Inputs

contains input files assembled from various sources

Outputs

is the directory containing intermediate data files

Sidewalk

contains key output files for the sidewalk network
contains key output files for the land use data

Landuse

The following steps introduce how to create a personal geodatabase, and how to import shapefiles
into a geodatabase.
•

Open ArcCatalog

•

Navigate to the desired directory

•

From the Files menu, click New, then choose Personal Geodatabase

•

Name the new geodatabase as specified above

•

Repeat the steps for the other three geodatabases
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To import a single shapefile or multiple shapefiles,
•

Right click on the targeted geodatabase

•

Click Import, then choose Feature Class (Single) 1

•

Browse to the shapefile to be imported, select it as the Input Feature

•

Specify a Output Location

•

Specify a Output Feature Class Name 2

•

Click OK

1

Choose Feature Class (multiple) if importing more than one shapefile in one time
The Output Feature Class Name will be the name for the shapefile in geodatabase. It can be the same as the old
name of the shapefile.
2
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After downloading the road network and parcel data files, place both of these files in the Input
Geodatabase as per the instructions above. Name the road network layer as “road” and the parcel
layer as “parcel”

2.4

Preparing Shapefiles

All shapefiles used in this protocol must be projected to the same coordinate system so they can be
viewed correctly. All shapefiles must have a *.prj file associated with them and then they must be
projected to the same coordinate system as all other files being used. As an example, TIGER\Line
shapefiles do not have a *.prj file associated with them. This means that there is no specified
coordinate system when these files are first downloaded and the user must define one. The metadata
for each of the shapefiles should identify the appropriate coordinate system for each layer. Please
note that if the user chooses to use a different street network file, they must study the metadata of
that particular file to find out how to define and project the file. Below are instructions of how to
define and project the TIGER\Line shapefiles:
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•

Open ArcCatalog

•

Navigate to the TIGER/Line Shapefile: “road”

•

Right click on it and choose Properties

•

Click on Fields Tab

•

Click on Data Type of Shape field
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•

Click on extension button for Spatial Reference

•

Click on Select

•

Open the Geographic Coordinate System Folder

15

•

Choose North America

•

Choose North American Datum 1983.prj

•

Click on Add

•

Click on OK
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•

Navigate again to the TIGER\Line Shapefile: “road”

•

Right click on it and choose Properties

•

Click on Fields Tab

•

Click on Data Type of Shape field

•

Click on extension button for Spatial Reference

•

Click on Select

•

Open the Projected Coordinate System Folder

•

Open the State Plane Folder
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•

Open the NAD 1983 Folder

•

Choose the appropriate state plane (for example: Maryland)
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•

Click Add

•

Click Ok

•

Click Ok
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3 Pedestrian Transportation Network
3.1 Concept
This section provides step by step instruction of how to build a Pedestrian Network. The next
section will explain how to assign Land Use attributes to a centroid of each block or face block of
the pedestrian network. The instructions to the Pedestrian Network are divided into two parts.
Section 3.2 details how to construct a Pedestrian Roadway Centerline from a standard road network.
Then, in Section 3.3 the user learns how to create the pedestrian sidewalk network from the
centerline.
3.2
3.2.1

Building the Pedestrian Roadway Centerline
Add the Road layer for the study area 3

This section will show the user how to load the road network layer and how to select a study area
that will be used to create the sidewalk network.
•

Open ArcMap

•

Add the road layer “road” by clicking on the Add Data button

and

navigating to the “road” file

•

A larger area should be selected to include pedestrian traffic input from
adjacent zones

•

Using the Select Features button

3

, select the study area.

Graphs in section 3.2: Building the Pedestrian Roadway Centerline and 3.3: Building the Pedestrian Sidewalk Network
use a small road sample of the whole study area.
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Make sure the boundary of your selected area does NOT go through the intersection of two roadway
lines. In other words, the edge of the selected area must have one single link. The first figure below
shows the correct selection of an area. The second figure shows an incorrect selection.

Correct Selection of Study Area

Incorrect Selection of Study Area

Note that it is recommended to select an area that is at least two blocks larger in perimeter than the
targeted study area

Study Area

Selection of Study Area and
Additional Blocks

•

Right click on the “road” layer

•

Choose Data
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•

Choose Export Data

•

Ensure that the “Selected Features” and the “Use the same coordinate
system as this layer’s source data” options are chosen. From now on, unless
otherwise specified, always select this option when exporting data.

•

Rename the output file as “road_segment” and save to Sidewalk
Geodatabase
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•

Click Ok

•

Click on Yes to add the exported data to the map as a layer.

Now that the “road_segment” layer was selected and created, you will no longer need to use the
entire road network layer: “road”. Therefore the user may now remove the “road” layer from the
project by following these steps:
•

Right click on “road” layer

•

Click Remove
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3.2.2

Clean road layer

Depending on the study area selected, the user may need to delete specific road segments where
sidewalks do not occur. This task is usually needed for interstate highways where it is inaccessible
to pedestrians. It is recommended that the user utilize a detailed picture of the area to ensure that the
sidewalk network is correctly constructed. There is software that can accomplish this task such as
Google Earth, which can be downloaded free of charge at: www.earth.google.com. As an example
of how to clean the road network from a U.S. census file, the following steps may be followed:
•

Right click on the “road_segment” layer

•

Choose Open Attribute Table

•

Click on Options and choose Select by Attributes
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Note: In this step, the user must type the argument necessary to select the unwanted roadway
segments and remove them from the layer. If using a census file, the user may choose to
remove any interstate roadway segments by selecting the appropriate Census Feature Class
Codes (CFCC). In this case, the user can type the following argument in the selection box to
selected all segments categorized as Interstate Highways.
•

[CFCC]='A11' or [CFCC]='A12' or [CFCC]='A13' or [CFCC]='A14' or
[CFCC]='A15' or [CFCC]='A16' or [CFCC]='A17' or [CFCC]='A18' or
[CFCC]='A63'
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•

Choose Open Attribute Table

•

Click on Editor toolbar, choose Start Editing
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•

Click on the Delete key from your keyboard

Note: you will noticed that the previous selected road segments will disappear from
your layer

3.2.3

•

Click on Editor toolbar, choose Save Edits

•

Click on Editor toolbar, choose Stop editing

Merge all polylines into a single polyline

By selecting individual links or looking at the attribute table (right click on the layer and choose
Open attribute table), the user will note that each link or polyline does not necessarily begin or end
27

at an intersection. To create the sidewalk network, we will need to ensure that each centerline
segments breaks at an intersection. The first step in this process is to merge all of the polylines into
a single unit:
•

Open ArcToolbox from your programs menu or by clicking on ArcToolbox
the icon

•

Under the Data Management Menu, navigate to Generalization

•

Click on Dissolve

•

Choose “road_segment” as the Input Feature

•

Specify the Output Feature Class name as “road_disslv.shp” and save to
Outputs Geodatabase

•

Click Ok
28

Note: This method has merged all road fragments into one single line. If you open the attribute table
for the new layer, you will notice that there is only one polyline or line segment.

3.2.4

Break-up the network into road segments at each intersection

After the last step, the network links were aggregated into one single polyline. The following
process will describe how to break-up the single polyline into many links that meet at each
intersection.
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•

Click on Editor toolbar, choose Start Editing

•

Right click on “road_disslv” layer

•

Choose Selection

•

Click Select All
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Now you will need to use the Advanced Editing toolbar for the next step. This toolbar may not be
automatically shown on your ArcGIS interface. Look at the toolbar area and verify whether or not
you have the toolbar shown below:

If you do not have the Advanced Editing toolbar visible, follow these instructions to add it to your
toolbar space.
•

Right click on a blank spot of toolbar area

•

Check Advanced Editing to add it to the toolbar
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Now that you have the Advanced Editing toolbar on your toolbar area, you are ready to breakup
your single polyline at each intersection to generate multiple segments with the following actions:

3.2.5

•

Click on Explode Multi-part Feature

•

Click on Editor toolbar, choose Save Edits

•

Click on Editor toolbar, choose Stop editing

of the Advanced Editing toolbar

Join road attributes to new road layer

If you open the attribute table of the “road_disslv” layer by right clicking on the layer and choosing
Open attribute table, you will notice that multiple roadway segments were generated. However, the
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segments have lost the road attributes as seen below. The next set of instructions will show the user
how to join two layers spatially in order to assign the road attributes to the “road_disslv” layer.

•

Right click on “road_disslv” layer

•

Choose Join and Relate, and choose Join
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•

Choose the option: join data based on spatial location

•

Choose “road_segment” as the layer to join to

•

Click on Each line will be given all the attributes of the line in the layer
being joined that it is part of

•

Specify new layer name as “road_join” and save it to the Outputs
Geodatabase
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3.2.6

Recalculate block lengths

If you look at the attribute table of the “road_join” layer, you will note that the road attributes are
now included. The only caveat is that because we joined to the original “road_segment” layer, the
segment lengths are incorrect and therefore must be recalculated using the procedure in this section.
To follow these instructions, you will need to use the XTools extension. Again, many times the
XTools menu is not automatically available in the toolbar area. Look at the toolbar area and verify
whether or not you have the toolbar shown below:

If you do not have the XTools toolbar visible, follow these instructions to add it to your toolbar
space.
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•

From the Tool menu, choose Extension

•

Check the box for XTools Pro

•

Click Ok
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•

Right click on a blank spot of toolbar area

•

Check XTools to add it to the toolbar

Now you are ready to use Xtools to re-calculate the segment lengths by following these instructions:
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•

From the Xtools menu, choose Table Operations, and Calculate Area,
Perimeter, Length

•

Select the “road_join” layer

•

Check the Length box

•

Choose meter as the desired output unit and click on OK
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•

Click Yes to overwrite the old “Length” field

The segment lengths have now been corrected. The user will now export this data to create the final
layer that will become the centerline of the sidewalk network. The user may also remove all other
layers that will no longer be used in this protocol.
•

Right click on “road_join” layer

•

Choose Data

•

Choose Export Data

•

Save the output shapefile as “road_central” in the Sidewalk Geodatabase

•

Right click on “road_segment”, “road_dissolve”, and “road_join”
respectively and click Remove
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3.3 Building the Pedestrian Sidewalk Network
Now that sidewalk centerline has been created using the instructions in section 3.2, the user will
now learn how to create the pedestrian sidewalk network from the centerline file. At this point the
user must decide the type of PAZ that will be used in the demand model. The PAZ unit may be the
block-face (centroid of a sidewalk segment) or the entire block (centroid of the block). The
advantage of using the block PAZ is so that the user may specify a larger study area. Because of the
typical patterns of street networks in suburban locations, it is recommended that the user chose the
block-face PAZ. For urban locations, the block PAZ is also adequate. The figures below show
examples of block-face PAZs and street-block PAZs. Throughout the protocol, the user will be
advised of the difference is methodology for each type of PAZ design.
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Block-face PAZ centroids
3.3.1

Street-Block PAZ centroids

Convert road layer into a sidewalk network

The following instructions will detail how to create a new network layer that will include the
centerline and two offset parallel lines that will become the right and left sidewalks.
•

Right click on “road_central” layer

•

Choose Selection

•

Click Select All

•

From Editor toolbar, click Start Editing

•

From Editor toolbar, choose the Copy Parallel button

41

4

•

Check Rounded and enter 7.000 as the desired offset 4 .

•

Check the Remove self-intersecting box.

•

Repeat process and choose offset as -7.000

•

From the Editor bar, click on Save edits

•

From the Editor bar, click on Stop editing

•

Right click on the “road_central” layer

•

Choose Data

•

Choose Export Data

•

Ensure that All Features of this layer are being exported

This protocol estimates the average space between sidewalks in the study area to be 14 meters.
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•

Save the output shapefile as “road_sidewalk” to Outputs Geodatabase

If you open the attribute table, you will notice that that the “road_sidewalk” layer now has three
times the number of polylines of the original centerline layer, which represent the roadway
centerline, the right side sidewalk centerline and the left side sidewalk centerline. Note that the first
third of cases are the polylines representing the roadway centerline, the second third are the right
sidewalk centerline and the last third are the left sidewalk centerline.

3.3.2

Building sidewalk crosswalk

We develop two methods to construct the crosswalk. The first method needs more efforts and is
fairly time consuming. Some manual modification may also be required. The second method is
relatively automatic, with the help of an ArcGIS extension called Hawth’s Tool, but it will create
some extraneous links within an intersection therefore produce a network with less precision than
the first method. The protocol provides detailed instruction for both methods.
3.3.3

Method I

3.3.3.1 Create Buffer of Sidewalk Layer
Sidewalks should not go through road intersections. The sidewalk layers that were created in the
previous section run through the intersections from one block to the next. To correct this problem,
the user must buffer the “road central” layer in order to convert the layer into a polygon so that the
extraneous segments can be removed.
•

Open ArcToolbox

•

Choose Buffer from the Proximity menu
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•

Choose “road_central” as the layer to buffer

•

Choose all for the dissolve type

•

Specify the new layer name as “Buffer_of_road_central” and save to
Outputs Geodatabase

•

Enter the appropriate distance which should be half the distance that was
used when offsetting the sidewalk layers from the road centerline in section
3.3.1, so in this case, choose 7.

•

Choose Meters as the units to buffer

•

Click ok
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The output of this section should look like the figure below:
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3.3.3.2 Convert Buffer into polyline
The user will utilize the buffer created in the previous section to remove all of the extraneous lines
within intersections. However the user must delete the edges of this layer. Unfortunately, we
cannot delete the edges of polygons and therefore must convert the layer back into a polyline
feature. To convert back into polylines, follow this procedure:
•

From the XTool menu, choose Feature Conversion

•

Navigate to Convert Polygon to Polyline
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•

Choose “Buffer_of_road_central” as the Input feature layer

•

Specify “plyl_road_central”to Outputs Geodatabase as the Output storage

•

Enter “ID_plyl” as the ID field name

•

Click Ok

•

Right click on “Buffer_of_road_central” layer

•

Click Remove

3.3.3.3 Delete Buffer and create sidewalk polygons
The user must now delete the edges of the polyline layer that represents the buffer in order to create
a street block. Then the user will convert the layer back into a polygon layer.
•

Using the Select Features button, select the edge of the buffer in the
“plyl_road_central” layer, and make sure the edge is the only feature
selected
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•

From Editor menu, click Start editing

•

From Edit menu, click Delete

•

From ArcToolbox, click on Data Management Tools

•

Click Features

•

Click Feature to Polygon

•

Choose “plyl_road_central” as the Input feature

•

Specify new layer name as “road_blocks” and save to Outputs Geodatabase

•

Click Ok

•

From Editor menu, click Save edits

•

From Editor menu, click Stop editing

The following instructions will show the user how to clip the extraneous segments within each
intersection to correct the road blocks that were created. Note that this method will remove the
majority of the extraneous segments within intersections; however some additional manual deletion
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of segments may be required, specifically in non-urban locations. Manual deletion instructions are
detailed in a subsequent section.
•

From ArcToolbox, click Analysis Tools

•

Click Extract

•

Click Clip
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•

Choose “road_sidewalk” as the Input Feature

•

Choose “road_blocks” as the Clip Feature

•

Specify new layer name as “sidewalk_Clip” and save to Sidewalk
Geodatabase for the Output Feature Class

•

Click Ok

Right click on “road_sidewalk”, “road_blocks”, and “plyl_road_central” layers and click Remove
respectively

3.3.3.4 Delete extra blocks
The above procedures may create isolated blocks, unattached from the network around the edge of
the study area. This is also why we recommend the user select two more blocks from the boundary
of interested study area in section 3.2. The following steps show how to delete those extra blocks.
•

Use Select Feature button to select sidewalk segment outside targeted study
area

•

From Edit menu, click Delete

•

From Editor toolbar, click Save edits
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•

From Editor toolbar, click Stop editing

3.3.3.5 Add crosswalks to build a continuous network
This section converts the clipped sidewalks into points for at both ends. These points will be used as
nodes to form crosswalks.
•

From the Xtools menu, click Feature Conversion, then choose Convert
Features to Points

•

Choose “sidewalk_Clip” as the Input Feature Class

•

Specify the output layer name as “sidewalk_nodes” and save to Sidewalk
Geodatabase

•

Under Points option, check End Points, and then choose both From and
To points
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•

Click Ok

There will be duplicate points fall in the exact same locations. A script is used to batch delete those
duplicate nodes. Name the cleaned point layer as “clean_nodes”. In order to create crosswalks, the
following steps use an ArcGIS extension called ET GeoWizards to connect nodes at each
intersection in the cleaned layer.
The user must install the ET GeoWizards for the next step. The ET GeoWizards can be downloaded
directly from www.ian-ko.com.
•

Add “clean_nodes” layer

•

From Tools menu, click Customize…
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•

In the Customize dialog box, click Add from files…

•

Open ETGeoWizards961_91.dll 5 from ET GeoWizards setup directory

•

Click Yes in the Added Objects message box

•

Click Command tab in the Customize dialog box

•

Select ET Geowizards in the left Categories column

•

In the right Commands column, drag the extension icon to any toolbar

5

This protocol uses ET GeoWizards 9.61 for ArcGIS 9.1. A free version of ET Geowizards can
only handle one layer that has no more than 100 features.
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•

Click on the GeoWizards icon

•

Choose Point tab

•

Check Connect Points box

•

Click Go

•

For 1. Select point layer, select “clean_nodes”

•

Specify output layer name as “inter_link” and save to Sidewalk
Geodatabase
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•

Specify cut off distance as 19 6

•

Click Finish

•

From the Editor menu, click on Snapping…

•

In the snapping window, check Vertex, Edge, and End for “inter_link” layer

•

From the Editor toolbar, choose Sketch Tool

6

Cutoff distance is the threshold of search limit. It should be 1.35-1.4 times of the average space
between sidewalks.
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•

Choose Create New Feature in the Task box

•

Manually add unconnected links through a visual inspection

•

Manually delete extra links

•

Open ArcToolbox

•

Under the Data Management Menu, navigate to General

•

Click Merge
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•

Choose “inter_link”, “sidewalk_Clip” as the Input Feature

•

Choose “cor_network” as the Output Features and save to Sidewalk
Geodatabase

•

Click Yes
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3.3.4

Method II

3.3.4.1 Install Hawth’s Tool
Hawth's Tools is a freeware and can be downloaded at
http://www.spatialecology.com/htools/download.php. Save the Winzip file to your hard drive
(anywhere) and unzip it. Run the program called htools_setup.exe. The user may need to save the
current workspace and restart ArcMap to activate the extension. After installation, right-click on the
toolbar in ArcMap and check Hawth’s Tools.
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3.3.4.2 Convert sidewalk to end point
•

Add “road_sidewalk” layer to ArcGIS

•

From XTools, choose Feature Conversion and click Convert Features to Points

•

Choose “road_sidewalk” as Input feature layer

•

Set the output layer as “sidewalk_ends” and save

•

In Point section, choose End points, check both First and Last

•

From Hawth’s Tool, choose Animal Movement and click Convert Locations to Path

•

Choose “sidewalk_ends” as Input

•

Under Path Options, choose Create a single output path (one line)

•

Set the output as “crosswalk_link” and save

3.3.4.3 Merge the crosswalk link to sidewalk
• Click ArcToolbox
•

From Data Management, choose General, and click Merge

•

Choose “road_sidewalk” and “crosswalk_link” as Input features

•

Set the path for output layer and click OK
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4 Pedestrian Analysis Zones
4.1 Concept
This section provides step by step instruction of how to create Pedestrian Analysis Zones (PAZ),
which will be the unit of analysis for the trip demand model, based on the network created in the
previous section. This protocol uses either the block face center point or the street block centroid as
the pedestrian analysis zone depending on the type of environment (urban versus suburban).
4.2 Creating PAZ
Based on the pedestrian network, PAZs are created for the entire study area to be used as the unit of
analysis in the trip generation stage. Before beginning this process, the user must decide whether to
use the block face or the street block as the pedestrian analysis zone. It is recommended to use the
street block for compact grid locations such as urban areas where the study area would result in
numerous PAZs. To calculate the street block PAZs follow instructions on section 4.2.1, otherwise
jump to section 4.2.2
4.2.1

Create Street Block PAZs
•

Load the ”road_blocks” layer into ArcGIS

•

Right click on it and choose Open Attributes Table

•

Click Options and choose Add Field…

•

Specify new field name as “PAZ_ID” and choose Short Integer as variable
Type

•

In Field Properties, choose No for Allow Null Value and set Precision as
10

•

Click Ok

•

From the Xtools menu, choose Feature Conversion, then choose Convert to
centroid

•

Choose ”road_blocks” layer as Input feature layer

•

Specify new layer name as “PAZ” and save to Landuse Geodatabase

•

Click OK

Note: The final PAZ layer should look similar to the figure below:
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4.2.2

Create Block-face PAZs
•

Load the ”road_join” and the “road_central” layers into ArcGIS

•

Right click on the “road_join” layer and choose data and then export data

•

Specify new layer name as “sidewalks” and save to the Sidewalk
Geodatabase

•

From the selection menu, choose select by location

•

Choose “select features from” and the layer “sidewalks”

•

Choose the option “that share a line segment with” and the layer
“road_central”
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Note: The selection should look similar to the figure below:
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•

From Editor toolbar, click Start editing

•

From Edit menu, click Delete

•

From Editor toolbar, click Save edits

•

From Editor toolbar, click Stop editing

•
•

Choose the layer “sidewalks”

•

Right click on it and choose Open Attributes Table

•

Click Options and choose Add Field…

•

Specify new field name as “PAZ_ID” and choose Short Integer as variable
Type

•

In Field Properties, choose No for Allow Null Value and set Precision as
10

•

Click Ok

•

The user must assign an unique ID to each PAZ by right clicking on the
“PAZ_ID” field heading and choosing calculate values

•

Enter the following expression in the calculation box “=FID+1”

Note: The user should see unique values starting at 1 in the PAZ_ID field
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•

From the Xtools menu, choose Feature Conversion, then choose Convert
shapes to centroid

•

Choose the “sidewalks” layer as Input feature layer

•

Specify new layer name as “PAZ” and save to Landuse Geodatabase

•

Click OK

Note: The final PAZ layer should look similar to the figure below:
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4.3

Create PAZ Buffer
In preparation for trip generation stage, land use information is aggregated to the PAZs where
home based trips originate. This is done by creating a 1/4 mile buffer around each PAZ in
which stratified land use data are summarized.
•

Open ArcToolbox

•

Choose Buffer from the Proximity menu
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•

Choose “PAZ” as the layer to buffer

•

Choose 0.25 as the specified distance

•

Choose none for the dissolve type

•

Specify the new layer name as “PAZ_buffer” and save to Outputs
Geodatabase

•

Click Ok
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5 Land Use System
Concept

5.1

This section provides step by step instruction of how add land use data to the PAZs. Parcel level
land use data and trip data are overlaid to each PAZ

5.2
5.2.1

Building Land Use Attribute Table
Simplify parcel data
•

Open ArcMap

•

Add the parcel data layer “parcel” by clicking on the Add Data button

•

Using the Select Features button, select the study area

•

Right click on “parcel” layer

•

Choose Data

•

Choose Export Data

•

Ensure that the “Selected Features” and the “Use the same coordinate
system as this layer’s source data” options are chosen

•

Specify new layer’s name as “parcel_LU” and save to Landuse
Geodatabase

•

Click Yes to add the exported data to the map as a layer

•

Right click on “parcel” layer

•

Click Remove
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5.2.2

Extract land use information

Parcel level databases are usually very large. Therefore, it is recommended that the user parse down
the database to only the fields that are needed for computing efficiency. As an example, this
protocol uses the Maryland Property View database. Note that after this step, the fields left are
“CT2000”, “DESCLU”, “ACRES”, “CIUSE”, “DESCCIUSE”, “DWLL_TOTAL” ,“SEQNUMB”,
and “SQFTSTRC” which represents Census tract number, land use type, acres of the land, land use
code number, land use code category, number of dwelling unit, unique sequence number for each
parcel, and square footage of structures 7 .
•

From the XTools menu, choose Table Operation

•

Click Multi-delete Field

•

Select “parcel_LU” as the Source table

•

Select all the fields except the following: “DESCLU”, “ACRES”, “CIUSE”,
“DESCCIUSE”, “DWLL_TOTAL” , “SEQNUMB”, and “SQFTSTRC”.

Note: if using a different parcel level database, the user will need to decide which variables
to keep for the analysis.
7

For details of CIUSE and DESCCIUSE, please refer to MD Property View Data Dictionary: MdProperty View and FINER
- Commercial and Industrial Use Codes and Descriptions
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5.2.3

•

Click Ok

•

Click Yes to confirm the delete

Restructure the attribute table

This step constructs new fields for all additional land use attributes in the table.
•

From the XTools menu, choose Table Operation

•

Click Table Restructure

•

Select “parcel_LU”as the input Feature Layer

•

In the Output Dataset Field, specify new layer name as “LU_fields” and
save to Output Geodatabase

•

Click Next

•

Change Type in Field Parameter

•

Click Add Field

•

Click Next

•

Click Finish

•

Create new fields for each land use type

Note that field names and land use types are correspondent as follows 8 :
Attribute
Field Name
Data Type

8

This protocol sets precision value as 10 and scale as 5 for all variables.
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Commercial Area Size

Comm

Double

Retail Area Size

Retail

Double

Service Area Size

Service

Double

Other Area Size

Other

Double
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5.3
5.3.1

Calculate land use information
Calculate MD Property View Info 9
•

Add “parcel_LU” layer to ArcGIS

•

Right click on it and click Open Attribute Table

•

Click on Options and choose Select by Attributes

•

Select parcels based on their land use type or land use code number as
described in the table below:

•

Click Apply
Select by Expression

Land Use Type

9

Please refer to Technical Appendix A: Property View Categories for Land Use Information
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Commercial

"DESCLU"= 'Commercial
Condominium' or "DESCLU"=
'Commercial Residential' or
"DESCLU"= 'Commercial' or
"DESCLU"= 'Exempt Commercial'

Other

("DESCLU"= 'Commercial
Condominium' or "DESCLU"=
'Commercial Residential' or
"DESCLU"= 'Commercial' or
"DESCLU"= 'Exempt Commercial' or
"DESCLU"= 'Industrial') and
("CIUSE"='03700' or
"CIUSE"='50000' or "CIUSE"='57500'
or "CIUSE"='73000' or "CIUSE"
='73500' or "CIUSE" ='80120' or
"CIUSE" ='08100' or "CIUSE"
='10700')
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•

Click on the selected button so that only the selected cases will show on the
attribute table

•

Go to the corresponding LU variable name (Comm, Retail, Service and
Other) and calculate the total area of each type of land use.

•

Right click on the variable name and choose calculate values
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•

Choose the structure square footage variable for the calculation at each land
use variable iteration depending on whether the user is calculating
commercial areas or residential areas.

•

After repeating these steps for all land use variables (comm., retail, service
and other), the user should notice that these variables are populated with the
corresponding square footage of each type of land use. The resulting
attribute table for the “parcel_LU” layer should look similar to the figure
below:
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•

Right click on the layer, choose Data, then click Export

•

Specify new layer name as “parcel_LU_PPV” and save to Output
Geodatabase

Note: at this point, the user must follow section 5.3.2 if using the street block as
the PAZ or skip to 5.3.3 if using the block-face as the PAZ.
5.3.2

Calculate Land Use Information for Street Block PAZ
•

Right click on ”road_blocks” layer, choose Joins and Relates, then click
Joins

•

Choose Join data from another layer based on spatial location

•

Choose “parcel_LU_PPV” as the layer to join to this layer

•

Select Each polygon will be given a summary of the numeric attributes
of the points that fall inside it.

5.3.3

•

Check Sum as the way for attributes to be summarized

•

Specify new layer name as “block_LU” and save to Output Geodatabase

•

Click Ok

Calculate Land Use Information for Block-Face PAZ
First, the user must select only those parcels that correspond to each street segment or
block face. Here, an automatic selection method is presented, but the user must be
aware that he may need to visually inspect the selection and some manual corrections
may be needed.
•

From the selection menu, click on select by location

•

Choose “select features from” and the layer “parcel_LU”
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•

Choose the option “that are within a distance of” and the layer
“sidewalks”

•

Specify a buffer distance. Here we suggest 150 meters but the user must
make this decision based on the distances from street segments to parcels in
each specific study area.
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•

Right click on the “parcel_LU”layer, choose Data, then click Export

•

Specify new layer name as “parcel_LU_for PAZ” and save to Land Use
Geodatabase

•

Right click on the “PAZ”layer, choose Joins and Relates, then click Joins

•

Choose Join data from another layer based on spatial location

•

Choose “parcel_LU_for PAZ” as the layer to join to this layer

•

Select Each point will be given a summary of the numeric attributes of
the points in the layer that are closest to it.

•

Check Sum as the way for attributes to be summarized

•

Specify new layer name as “blockface_LU” and save to Output
Geodatabase

•

Click Ok
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5.3.4

Calculate Commercial Area and Residential Dwelling Units in ¼ mile buffer

•

Right click on the “parcel_LU” layer, and open the attribute table

•

From the XTools menu, choose Table Operation

•

Click Table Restructure

•

In the Output Dataset Field, specify new layer name as “Comm” and save
to Output Geodatabase

•

Click Next
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•

Select all fields except “OBJECTID”, “Shape”, “DWLL_TOTAL” and
“Comm”

•

Click Delete field

•

Click Next

•

Right click on ”PAZ_buffer” layer, choose Joins and Relates, then click
Join

•

Choose Join data from another layer based on spatial location

•

Choose “Comm” as the layer to join to this layer

•

Select Each polygon will be given a summary of the numeric attributes
of the points that fall inside it.

•

Check Sum as the way for attributes to be summarized

•

Specify new layer name as “Comm_HH_buffer” and save to Output
Geodatabase

•

Click Ok

The following steps show the user how to calculate P_comm, a continuous variable indicating
density of commercial areas in 1/4 mile buffer of each household:
P_comm=

Commercial area
× 100
Area of 1/4 mile buffer

Note that P_comm can be greater than 100% in urban centers in which many high-rise buildings are
located.
•

Right click on “Comm_HH_buffer” and choose Open Attributes Table

•

Click Options

•

Choose Add field…

•

Specify new field name as “P_comm” and choose Double as variable Type

•

In Field Properties, choose No for Allow Null Value and set Precision as
10 and Scale as 5

•

Click Ok

•

Right click on attribute column P_comm

•

Click Calculate Values

•

Use expression “100*[Sum_Comm]/(3.14*(0.25*5280)2)”
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•

Click Ok

•

Right click on “PAZ” layer, choose Joins and Relates, then click Join

•

Choose Join attributes from a table

•

Choose “PAZ_ID” as the field in this layer that the join will be based on:

•

Choose “blockface_LU” or “block_LU” as the table to join to this layer

•

Choose “PAZ_ID” as the field in the table to base the join on

•

Click Ok

•

Right click on “PAZ”, choose Joins and Relates, then click Join

•

Choose Join attributes from a table

•

Choose “PAZ_ID” as the field in this layer that the join will be based on:

•

Choose “Comm_HH_buffer” as the table to join to this layer

•

Choose “PAZ_ID” as the field in the table to base the join on

•

Click Ok
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•

5.3.5

•

Right click on “PAZ”, choose Data, then click Export

•

Specify new layer name as “PAZ_LU” and save to Output Geodatabase 10

Calculate Vehicle Ownership

Note that this protocol uses vehicle ownership information from the US Census 2000 at blockgroup
level, which can be downloaded from www.census.gov. The user can download shapefiles for the
study area with particular census information from the census website. Name the shapefile as
“vehowner.shp”. This model assigns average vehicle ownership to every PAZ falls inside the
10

Note that after this step, there will be two columns in the table that have aggregated number dwelling units and
commercial square footage. From the left to right, the first one is total dwelling units in a block at PAZ level. The second
one is total dwelling units in a 1/4 mile buffer.
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blockgroup. The average vehicle ownership in the blockgroup= Number of households with one or
more than one vehicle in the blockgroup / Total number of households inside the blockgroup.
•

Add the “vehowner” shapefile to ArcGIS

•

Right click on the file name and open the attribute table

•

Click on options

•

Click Add Field

•

Specify new field name as “HHwithVeh” and set Type as Short Integer

•

In Field Properties, choose No for Allow Null Value and set Precision as
10

•

Click Ok

•

Repeat above steps and add another new fields named “VehOwn” and set
Type as Double

•

In Field Properties, choose No for Allow Null Value and set Precision as
10 and Scale as 5

•

With the field calculator option, populate the “HHwithVeh” variable by
adding the number of households in each blockgroup with the 1 or more
vehicles

•

Right click on “VehOwn” variable and choose Calculate Values

•

Enter the following expression in the Field Calculator window, where
“HOUSEHOLDS” is the number of households in the blockgroup.
[HHwithveh]/ [HOUSEHOLDS]

•

Right click on “PAZ_LU”, choose Joins and Relates, then click Joins

•

Choose Join data from another layer based on spatial location

•

Choose “vehowner” as the file to join to this layer

•

Choose Each point will be given all the attributes of the point in the
layer being joined that is closest to it, and a distance field showing how
close that point is.

•

Specify new layer name as “PAZ_LU_veh” and save to Output
Geodatabase

•

Click Ok
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5.3.6

Calculate Connectivity

This section provides instruction on how to calculate connectivity of road network, a continuous
variable indicating connectivity of sidewalk networks in 1/4 mile buffer of each household (in range
of “0” to “1”).
This model defines connectivity as:
No. of intersections in 1/4 mile buffer except Cul-de-sacs
Connect=
Total no. of intersections in 1/4 mile buffer
A script is used to calculate the ‘from’ node and ‘to’ node of a polyline shapefile/Feature Class that
has valence 11 . A valence is the number of connecting arcs at one intersection. An empty point
shapefile/Feature Class is required to store the nodes found at each intersection. The following steps
guide the user for this procedure.
•

Open ArcCatalog

•

Navigate to the Output geodatabase

•

From the Files menu, choose New, and click Shapefile

•

Specify new layer name as “Valence” and set Feature Type as Point

•

Click Edit

•

Define projection for this shapefile 12

•

From Tools menu in ArcMap, click Customize…

•

In the Customize dialog box, click Add from files…

•

Open fnode tnode.dll from download script directory

•

Click Yes in the Added Objects message box

•

Click Command tab in the Customize dialog box

•

Select JPTools in the left Categories column

•

In the right Commands column, drag the Calc FnodeTnode extension icon
to any toolbar

•

Load the ”Valence” layer into ArcGIS

•

Click on the Calc FnodeTnode icon

11

The script is free and downloadable from the ESRI website. Please ensure that the correct version is used depending
on what ArcGIS version is being used:
ArcGIS 8.3 and 9.1 - http://arcscripts.esri.com/details.asp?dbid=11702.
ArcGIS 9.2 - http://arcscripts.esri.com/details.asp?dbid=15188.
12

Refer to Section 2.4 to see instructions on defining projection in ArcCatalog.
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•

Select “road_central” as the Polyline Layer

•

Select “Valence” as the Point Layer

•

Click Ok

•

Choose “0” and click Ok

•

Right click on “Valence” layer and choose Open Attributes Table

•

Click Options and choose Add field…

•

Specify new field name as “Inter” and set Type as Short Integer

•

In Field Properties, choose No for Allow Null Value and set Precision as
10

•

Click Ok

•

Repeat above steps and add another two new fields named “Sac” and
“vlrg3”

•

Click Options and choose Select by Attributes

•

Select all cases that have valence equals to 1 by expression “[valence]=1”

•

Click Apply

•

In the opened attribute table, click Selected

•

Right click on Sac column and choose Calculate Values.

•

Enter “[Valence]” and click Ok so that all cases that have valence equals to
1 have Sac value equals to Valence value

•

In the opened attribute table, click All

•

Click Options and choose Switch Selection

•

Click Selected

•

Right click on Inter column and choose Calculate Values…

•

Enter “[Valence]” and click Ok so that all cases that have valence more than
1 have Inter value equals to Valence value

•

Click Options and choose Select by Attributes

•

Select all cases that have valence larger than 3 by expression “[valence]≥3”

•

Click Apply

•

In the opened attribute table, click Selected

•

Right click on Vlrg3 column and choose Calculate Values…
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•

Enter “1” and click Ok so that all cases that have valence more than 3 have
Vlrg3 value equals to 1

Note that connectivity is measured on a base of a 1/4 mile buffer. The following steps show the user
how to summarize road network connectivity in a buffer.
•

Right click on “PAZ_buffer” layer, choose Joins and Relates, then click
Joins

•

Choose Join data from another layer based on spatial location

•

Choose “Valence” as the layer to join to this layer

•

Select Each polygon will be given a summary of the numeric attributes
of the points that fall inside it, and a count field showing how many
points fall inside it

•

Check Sum as the way for attributes to be summarized

•

Specify new layer name as “connectivity” and save to Output Geodatabase
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•

Click Ok

•

Right click on the “connectivity” layer

•

Add a new field, name it as “Connectivity” and set Type as Double, No for
Allow Null Value, and Precision as 10

•

Right click on Connectivity Column and choose Calculate Values…

•

Calculate connectivity value by expression “[Sum_Vlrg3]/[Count_]”

•

Click Ok

•

Right click on “PAZ_LU_veh”, choose Joins and Relates, then click Joins

•

Choose Join attributes from a table

•

Choose “PAZ_ID” as the field in this layer that the join will be based on:
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•

Choose “Connectivity” as the table to join to this layer

•

Choose “PAZ_ID” as the field in the table to base the join on

•

Click Ok

•

Right click on “PAZ_LU_veh”, choose Data, then click Export

•

Specify new layer name as “PAZ_ALL” and save to Landuse Geodatabase
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6 Trip Generation
To estimate pedestrian demand using the four-step method, a trip based database is needed with
detailed information about the trip-maker and the trip itself. In this study, we used the 2001 National
Household Travel Survey (NHTS) – Baltimore Add On. This dataset contains detailed information
about the trip-maker and the household (socio-economic data, vehicle ownership, presence of
children, etc.) and the trip itself (mode used, origin and destination locations, purpose of trip,
whether it is part of a tour, time and length of trip, etc.). This dataset was chosen for estimation of
pedestrian demand because it has a large sample size in which enough pedestrian trips are captured
and thus robust results can be obtained in the trip generation stage. The NHTS Add-on datasets have
been compiled by gathering large samples, which include geographic coordinate locations for trip
ends, in specific areas in the country.
This section will show the user how to estimate trips for each PAZs in the study area based on the
land use attributes calculated in the previous section. This model uses trip generation equations as
described below:
6.1

Home Based Walk Trip Productions and Attractions

Home Base Walk productions per household =exp (-1.034232 -0.9455401*vehicle ownership
+2.371351*street connectivity +0.0070639*percent
commercial + 0.0001527*total dwelling units)
Note: vehicle ownership is calculated from the US Census at the nearest tract and all of the land use
variables are calculated at the ¼ mile buffer
We then converted the walk trips per household to walk trips per PAZ with the equation:
Home Base Walk trips per PAZ =
Home Base Walk trips per household * total dwelling units in the PAZ

6.2

Non-Home Based Walk Trip Productions
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Non-Home Base total productions per PAZ = 0.798*Other Employment
+2.984*Retail Employment
+0.916*Service Employment
+0.707*Total Households

Note: variables in this model are calculated at the PAZ level
Since we did not have employment information at the PAZ level, we used conversion factors as
shown below to calculate employment based on land use data. These conversion factors were
calculated based on the ES 202 employment data and square footage of commercial parcels from the
Maryland Property View.
For urban areas:
Retail = 2.49 employees/1000 sq ft of retail
Service = 5.52 employees/1000 sq ft of service
Other = 1.35 employees/1000 sq ft of other jobs
For suburban areas:
Retail = 3.41 employees/1000 sq ft of retail
Service = 18.26 employees/1000 sq ft of service
Other = 0.34 employees/1000 sq ft of other jobs
Since the above trip generation equations are estimated for all trips (all modes), we then we
extracted the walk trip rates with the following probability equation:

Prob (Walk trip) =

exp (U Walk )
(1 + exp(UWalk ))

Where, UWalk = -4.286918 + 3.041807*Connectivity + 0.0051575*Percent Commercial
Note: Variables in this model are calculated at the ¼ mile buffer of the PAZ.
Again, we then converted the walk trips per household to walk trips per PAZ with the equation:
NHB walk trips(walk trips/PAZ) = NHB total trips (Total trips/PAZ) * Prob (Walk trip)
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6.3

Non-Home Based Walk Trips Attractions

Non-Home Base total Attractions per PAZ = 0.636* Other Employment
+ 3.194* Retail Employment
+ 0.730* Service Employment
+ 0.803* Total Households

Note: variables in this model are calculated at the PAZ level
Again, since the above trip generation equation is estimated for all trips (all modes), we then
extracted the walk trip rates with the following probability equation:

Prob (Walk trip) =

exp (U Walk )
(1 + exp(UWalk ))

Where, UWalk = -4.286918 + 3.041807*Connectivity + 0.0051575*Percent Commercial

Note: Variables in this model are calculated at the ¼ mile buffer of the PAZ
Once more, we converted the walk trips per household to walk trips per PAZ with the equation:
NHB walk trips(walk trips/PAZ) = NHB total trips (Total trips/PAZ) * Prob (Walk trip)
For the estimation of trip generation equations, please refer to Appendix B: Trip Generation Models
for Pedestrian Walking Trips

6.4

Calculation of Trip Generation Equations in ArcGIS

The following instruction shows how to calculate employment data in the attribute table.
•

From the XTools menu, choose Table Operation

•

Click Table Restructure
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•

Select “PAZ_ALL” as the input Feature Layer

•

In the Output Dataset Field, specify new layer name as “Trip_Generation”
and save to Landuse Geodatabase

Name

•

Click Next

•

Click Add field

•

Specify new field name as “RETEMP”

•

Set Type as Double and Length as 10

•

Click Edit Expression

•

Enter “[Sum_Retail]*Retail conversion factor/1000”

•

Click Ok

•

Check the Use Expression box

•

Repeat the above steps and create new fields as described below:
Type

Length
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Expression

•

Select the first field of total number of dwelling unit 13

•

Specify its name as “HH_PAZ”

•

Select the second field of total number of dwelling unit

•

Specify its name as “HH_buffer”

•

Click Next

•

Click Finish

•

Right click on “Trip_Generation” layer and choose Open Attributes Table

•

Click Options and choose Export

•

Name the output DBF file as “Trip Generation”

•

Click Ok

In order to calculate Home Base Walk Production (HBWP) and Attraction (HBWA), and NonHome Base Walk Production (NHBWP) and Attraction (NHBWA), the user needs to add new fields
with the names specified in the table below and calculate each of them by the following expressions
in Field Calculator. Please note that the user should select Float for field type and set “10” and “5”
for the Precision and Scale, respectively.
Field
Name

Expression

HBW_HH

exp (-1.034232 -.9455401* [VehOwner]
+2.371351* [connectivity] +0.0070639* [P_comm] + .0001527* [HH_buffer]

13

Note that after Section 4.4.1, there will be two columns in the table that have aggregated number dwelling units. From
left to right, the first one is total dwelling units in a block at PAZ level. The second one is total dwelling units in a 1/4 mile
buffer.
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HBWP

[HBW_hh] * [HH_PAZ]

NHBTP

0.798* [OTHEMP]+2.984* [RETEMP]+0.916*[SEREMP] +0.707* [HH_PAZ]
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NHBTA

0.636* [OTHEMP]+ 3.194* [RETEMP]+0.730*[SEREMP] +0.803* [HH_PAZ]

NHBWP

[NHBTP] * [Walk_Rate]

NHBWA

[NHBTA] * [Walk_Rate]
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7 Trip Distribution
7.1 Concept
In the Trip Generation section, we estimated trip productions and attractions of each PAZ for two
different trip purposes (Home Base Walk and Non-Home Based Walk). This section provides step
by step instruction of how to estimate pedestrian trip distribution (i.e., walk trips from origin PAZs
to destination PAZs) based on (i) the walk trip Productions and Attractions of PAZs and (ii) Walk
Trip Distance Distribution.

Apply Gravity Model for Pedestrian Trip Distribution
This model adopted the well-known “Gravity Model” with a formula described as below:

⎡
⎢ A j Fij
Tij = Pi ⎢
A j Fij
⎢∑
⎣ j

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

Where Tij = Walk trips from ith PAZ to jth PAZ

Pi = Walk trip productions from ith PAZ
Aj = Walk trip attractions to jth PAZ

Fij = Friction factor for walk trips from ith PAZ to jth PAZ (please refer to the figure below)

Walk Trip Distance Distribution and Friction Factor
Note that the “Gravity Model” is a function of Pi , Aj and Fij . We have already estimated Pi and Aj
in previous section. The friction factor, Fij , is estimated in the general form of a gamma function:
⎛ 1
Fij = α × ⎜
⎜d
⎝ ij

β

⎞
⎟ × exp (γd ij )
⎟
⎠

Where, Fij = Gamma function for Friction factors
dij = walk trip distance (meter)
α , β , γ are coefficients of the gamma function.
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The normalized friction factor function used in the Gravity Model is presented in the figure below.
This plot also provides a picture of the traveler’s sensitivity to travel distance by trip purpose (Home
Base Walk and None-Home Base Walk). Note that since there is no big difference in both trip
purposes, we estimate one friction factor function for all walk trips. We then apply these friction
factors for each potential trip, to the gravity model equation.

Walk Trip Distance Distribution
45%
40%

⎛ 1
Fij = 0.00622 × ⎜
⎜d
⎝ ij

Density (%)

35%
30%
25%

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

0.18445

× exp(− 0.00233 × d ij )

20%
15%
10%
5%

Walk Trip Distance (mile)
HBWalk Trips (Bal_6C)

NHBWalk Trips (Bal_6C)

All Walk Trips (Bal_6C)

All Walk Trips (National)

Data sources: 2001 NHTS
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7.2 Creating Walk Trip Distance Table
We will use network analyst to create the OD cost matrix. This step is where we convert the

sidewalk network into a network dataset so that the network analysis tool in ArcGIS can load the
network into the network analyst and calculate the O-D matrix
7.2.1

Create network dataset

A network dataset is a collection of topologically connected network elements (edges, junctions, and
turns) that are derived from network sources to represent a road network. Each network element is
associated with a collection of network attributes 14 . The travel demand model presented in this
paper is estimating walking trips, thus the network dataset only includes network distance as the
factor that impacts pedestrian travel.
This section will show the user how to create network dataset using the sidewalk network created
previously.
•

Open ArcCatalog

•

In the ArcCatalog window, navigate to the location where the sidewalk shape file is
located.

•

Right click on “cor_network” layer.

•

Click New Network Dataset.
Note: if the New Network Dataset button is grayed out, the user must turn on the
Network Analyst function by clicking on the Tools menu, then Extensions and check
the Network Analyst button.

•
14

Specify new dataset name as “Sidewalk_ND”

From the ESRI’s ArcGIS 9.1 Desktop Help file
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•

Click Next.

•

Use default settings for network connectivity

•

Click Next.

•

Note that we don’t consider elevation in sidewalk network, thus check No for no
modification.

•

Click Next.
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•

Check No for no turns in this network

•

Click Next

•

Do not specify any attributes for the network dataset because distance is the default
impedance attribute

•

Click Next
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•

Note that shape length is used as the cost attribute to perform network analysis.

•

Click Yes as the above window pops up

•

Click No for no directions in this network.

•

Click Finish.
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•

Click Yes to build the new network dataset for the sidewalk network.

The resulting ArcCatalog window after building the network dataset should show as the
picture below.

7.2.2

Create OD Cost Matrix

•

Open ArcMap

•

Click Add Data

and navigating to the “PAZ” shapefile

•

Click Add Data

to add the “Sidewalk_ND” network dataset

•

Navigate to the “Sidewalk_ND” shapefile and click Add
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•

Click Yes to add all features
Note: Here again make sure that the Network Analyst is turned on. If it is not turned
on, the user will not be able to see the Network Analyst option in the menu. To turn
on, right click on any empty space in the toolbar. Check the “Network Analyst”
button.

•

From the Network Analyst toolbar, choose New OD Cost Matrix

•

The following content window will show as below:
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•

Click Show/Hide Network Analyst Window button

. to turn on the Network

Analyst Window

•

Right click on Origins (0) and choose Load Locations

•

Choose “PAZ” layer as the layer to load locations from

•

Select “PAZ_ID”as the Sort Field

•

Check Use Geometry and set Search Tolerance as 100 Meters
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A sample of the loaded origins may look like the graph below:

Note that if any PAZ is located beyond the search tolerance, it may not be loaded to the network, as
shown in the picture above by this symbol

. The user needs to manually assign a PAZ to its

nearby network. To do this, follow the steps below:
•

Click Select/Move Network Locations

•

Drag and drop the unidentified origins to the desired network segments using the

on the Network Analyst Toolbar

mouse.
Note that the procedure for loading destinations is identical to the one for origins. Right click on
Destinations (0) and repeat above steps.

•

Once the Origins and Destinations have been loaded, click Solve

on the Network

Analyst toolbar

Be aware that this step can be very time consuming. Depending on the size of your network, this
step may take several hours. As an example, for an urban, dense area with 1700 PAZs, it takes
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approximately 2 hours to process but for a suburban area with 800 PAZs it only takes approximately
15 minutes.
Note that distance from each origin to its nearest sidewalk and distance from each destination to its
nearest sidewalk are automatically measured in Euclidean distance in the Network Analyst Tool
even though the lines joining the origin to the destinations are shown as straight lines.
•

Once the Network Analyst process is completed, there will be a Lines layer in
ArcMap window that contains walk trip distances for all OD pairs.

•

Right click on the Lines layer and choose Open Attribute Table

•

Click Option and then choose Export

Specify new layer name as “Walk_Trip Distance” and save the DBF file to the model’s
directory
Note that exporting the dbf table may be time consuming
At this point, there is no further need for the Network Analyst and therefore the layer
may be removed from ArcMap
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•

7.3
7.3.1

Right click on the list of “OD Cost Matrix” layer, and click Remove.

Calculate Walk Trip Distributions For Every Origin – Destination Pair
Load “Walk_Trip Distance” Table

•

Click Add Data

and navigating to the on the layer window

Note: Because the Walk_Trip Distance table is not a shapefile, the user must be in the
source tab to view the dbf file.
•

Click

•

Right click on “Walk_Trip Distance”, and choose Open

•

Find the “OriginID” field and check to see if it matches the number of the origin

on the layer window

location under the “Name” field. This is an important step because the GIS software
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sometimes re-indexes the original OriginID field. If the user finds that the
“OriginID” field has been re-indexed, follow these steps:
•

Right click on the “OriginID” field, choose Calculate Values

•

In the Field Calculator window, input the following formula: “OriginID – (X-1)”;
where X = the lowest value for the OriginID. In the case shown below the equation
would be: "OriginID-1709”
Re-indexed Origin
PAZ ID

The table will then look like the one below, where the OriginID numbers start with 1 and
match the Origin Location under the “Name” field
.
Origin-Destination Pair

Origin PAZ

Destination PAZ

Walk Distance

Note that the user can find walk trip length of each origin-destination pair in the table.
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7.3.2

Calculate intra zonal trip distance

ArcGIS’s OD matrix feature assigns intra zonal trip distances as zero. However, intrazonal trips
should have a non-zero distance. Therefore this protocol assumes that intrazonal trips (from PAZ i
to PAZ i) have an average distance based on the PAZ block face or PAZ perimeter depending on
whether the user has chosen block-face PAZs or street block PAZs. If using block-face PAZ, skip to
section 7.3.4
7.3.3

Calculate Intrazonal Trips for Street Block PAZs

For study areas, where PAZs are street blocks, the average distance of intrazonal trips will be the
average length of the sides of the block value as follows:
The intra zonal trip distance for Location i to Location i,
Intra i, = 1/2 (Average length of sides of block) = 1/4 * perimeter of block
•

Add the “road_blocks” layer

•

From the Xtools menu, choose Table Operations, then choose calculate area,
perimeter, length, acres and hectares

•

Choose ”road_blocks” layer as Input feature layer

•

Check the Perimeter box

•

Select meter as the desired output unit

•

Click OK
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Note: A new filed called perimeter will show up in the attribute table
•

Click Options and choose Add Field…

•

Specify new field name as “IZ” and choose Double as variable Type

•

In Field Properties, choose No for Allow Null Value and set Precision as 10 and
Scale as 5

•

Click Ok
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•

Right click on attribute column” IZ”

•

Click Calculate Values

•

Use expression “[perimeter]/4”

•

Click Ok

To add the PAZ ID to the “road_blocks” layer, follow these steps:
•

Add the “PAZ” layer

•

Right click on ”road_blocks” layer, choose Joins and Relates, then click Join

•

Choose Join data from another layer based on spatial location

•

Choose “PAZ” as the layer to join to this layer

•

Select Each polygon will be given a summary of the numeric attributes of the
points that fall inside it.

•

Check Average as the way for attributes to be summarized

•

Specify new layer name as “Block_PAZID” and save to Output Geodatabase

•

Click Ok

•

Skip to Section 7.3.5
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7.3.4

Calculate Intrazonal Trips for Block-face PAZs

For study areas, where the PAZ is the block-face, the average distance of intrazonal trips will be half
the length of the block face value as follows:
The intra zonal trip distance for Location i to Location i,
Intra i, = 1/2 *(length of block-face)
•

Add the “sidewalks” layer

•

From the Xtools menu, choose Table Operations, then choose calculate area,
perimeter, length, acres and hectares

•

Choose “sidewalks” layer as Input feature layer

•

Check the Length box

•

Type in LengthMet as the field name

•

Select meter as the desired output unit

•

Click OK
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Note: A new filed called LenghtMet will show up in the attribute table
•

Click Options and choose Add Field…

•

Specify new field name as “IZ” and choose Double as variable Type

•

In Field Properties, choose No for Allow Null Value and set Precision as 10 and
Scale as 5

•

Click Ok

•

Right click on attribute column” IZ”

•

Click Calculate Values

•

Use expression “[LenghtMet]/2”

•

Click Ok
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7.3.5

Replace Intrazonal Trip Distances

The user must now replace all the intrazonal trip distances with the new distances calculated in the
step above. For this to occur, the user must join the newly modified layer to the Walk_Trip Distance
table. Then the user will replace the length field for each intrazonal pair with the value from the IZ
filed.
•

Right click on the “Walk_trip Distance” layer, choose Joins and Relates, then click
Join

•

Choose Join attributes from a table

•

Choose “PAZ_ID” as the field in this layer that the join will be based on:

•

Choose “sidewalks” or the “Block_PAZID” as the table to join to this layer

•

Choose “PAZ_ID” as the field in the table to base the join on

•

Click Ok

•

Right click on the “Walk_trip Distance” layer, choose Data, then click Export

•

Specify new layer name as “Walk_trip Distance_P

” and save to Output

Geodatabase

7.3.6

•

Open the newly created “Walk_trip Distance_P” layer

•

Click on Options and choose Select by Attribute

•

Input the expression “Total_Leng=0” in the box

•

Click on the Selected button

•

Right click on the Total_Leng column heading and choose calculate field

•

In the calculation box enter “IZ”

Calculate Friction Factors

•

Click Option in “Walk_Trip Distance_P” table and choose Add Field
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•

Enter “Friction” for the name of the new field. Select Float for field type. Set “10”
and “5” for the Precision and Scale, respectively.

•

Click OK

•

Right click on Friction field, and choose Calculate Values
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•

Enter the “Friction Factor Equation” below in the Field Calculator window:
(0.00622)*((1/ [Total_Leng])^(0.18445))*( Exp (-0.00233* [Total_Leng]))

•

Click Ok
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7.3.7

Join Home Base Walk Production (HBWP) and Non-Home Base Walk Production
(NHBWP)

•

Right click on “Walk_Trip Distance_P” table

•

Click Joins and Relates, and choose Join

•

Choose Join attributes from a table

•

Choose “OriginID” as the field in this layer that the join will be based on:

•

Choose “Trip Generation” as the table to join to this layer

•

Choose “PAZ_ID” as the field in the table to base the join on

•

Click Ok

•

Right click on “Walk_Trip Distance_P” table, choose Data, then click Export

•

Save it as “Walk_Trip Distance Table_HBWP_NHBWP”

•

From the Xtools menu, choose Table Operation

•

Click MultiDelete Fields and select “FID_”, “Block_ID”, “PAZ_ID”, “HBWA” ,
“NHBWA” to be deleted, and click OK
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7.3.8

Join Home Base Walk Attraction (HBWA) and Non-Home Base Walk Attraction
(NHBWA)

•

Right click on “Walk_Trip Distance Table_HBWP_NHBWP”

•

Click Joins and Relates, and choose Join

•

Choose Join attributes from a table

•

Choose “Destinatio” as the field in this layer that the join will be based on:

•

Choose “Trip Generation” as the table to join to this layer

•

Choose “PAZ_ID” as the field in the table to base the join on

•

Click Ok

•

Right click on “Walk_Trip Distance Table_HBWP_NHBWP” table, choose Data,
then click Export

•

Save it as “Walk_Trip_Distance_Table_HBWP_NHBWP_HBWA_NHBWA”

•

From the Xtools menu, choose Table Operation

•

Click MultiDelete and select “FID_”, “Block_ID”, “PAZ_ID”, “HBWP_1”, and
“NHBWP_1” to be deleted

The resulting “Walk_Trip_Distance_Table_HBWP_NHBWP_HBWA_NHBWA” table, should be
similar to the figure below:
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Origin-Destination Pair

Origin PAZ Destination PAZ

Walk Distance

Home Base
Production from
Origin PAZ

None-Home Base
Production from
Origin PAZ

Home Base
Attraction to
Destination PAZ

7.3.9

None-Home Base
Attraction to
Destination PAZ

Calculate Walk Trips for all PAZ Pairs

Step 1. Calculate Relative Attractiveness term in the Gravity Model below:
Relative Attractiveness

⎡
⎤
A
F
K
⎢
⎥
j ij
ij
Tij = Pi ⎢
A j Fij K ij ⎥
⎢∑
⎥
⎣ j
⎦

Numerator

Denominator

A. Calculate numerator of the Relative Attractiveness
•

Open the “Walk_Trip_Distance_Table_HBWP_NHBWP_HBWA_NHBWA”
and click Option to add a new field.

•

Enter “Numer_HBW” for the name of the new field. Select Float for field
type. Set “10” and “5” for the Precision and Scale, respectively.

•

Click OK
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•

Right click on “Numer_HBW field”, and choose Calculate Values

•

Enter the code below in the Field Calculator window:
[HBWA] * [Friction]

•

Enter “Numer_NHBW” for the name of the new field. Select Float for field
type. Set “10” and “5” for the Precision and Scale, respectively.

•

Click OK

•

Right click on “Numer_NHBW” field, and choose Calculate Values

•

Enter the code below in the Field Calculator window:
[NHBWA] * [Friction]

B. Calculate denominator of the Relative Attractiveness
•

Open the “Walk_Trip_Distance_Table_HBWP_NHBWP_HBWA_NHBWA”

•

Right click on “OriginID” field, and choose Summarize

•

Check the Sum option for the fields “Numer_NHBW” and “Numer_HBW”

•

Specify the output table as “RelativeAttract.dbf”
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Please be aware that this step may be time consuming. The output of the table should
be similar to the figure below.
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Note that the summation fields in the above figure shows the values of the
denominator of the Relative Attractiveness for Home Base Walk and Non-Home
Base Walk Trips
•

Right click on the
“Walk_Trip_Distance_Table_HBWP_NHBWP_HBWA_NHBWA” table
and choose Join and Relates and then Join

•

Choose OriginID as the field in the layer that the join will be based on

•

Choose the RelativeAttract table as the table to be joined

•

Choose OriginID as the field in the table to base the join on

•

Click OK

D. Export Trip Table
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•

Right click on the newly joined
“Walk_Trip_Distance_Table_HBWP_NHBWP_HBWA_NHBWA” layer

•

Choose Data

•

Choose Export Data

•

Ensure that All Features of this layer are being exported

•

Save the output shapefile as “Trip_Tij”

C. Calculate Tij for all PAZ pairs
•

Click Options and choose Add Field…

•

Specify new field name as “TijHBW” and choose Double as variable Type

•

In Field Properties, choose No for Allow Null Value and set Precision as
10 and Scale as 5

•

Click Ok

GIS will not be able to calculate Tij where the denominator of the Relative
Attractness equation is equal to 0. Therefore the user must selct only the ij pairs
where the denominator is greater than 0
•

Click on Options

•

Click on Select by attributes

•

Enter the expression: “Sum_Numer_>0”
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•

Click on the selected button

•

Right click on attribute column “TijHBW”

•

Click Calculate Values

•

Use expression: “([HBWP]*( [NUMER_HBW] / [Sum_Numer_]))”

•

Click Ok

•

Click Options and choose Add Field…

•

Specify new field name as “TijNHBW” and choose Double as variable
Type

•

In Field Properties, choose No for Allow Null Value and set Precision as
10 and Scale as 5

•

Click Ok

•

Click on Options

•

Click on Select by attributes
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•

Enter the expression: “Sum_Numer_1>0”

•

Click on the selected button

•

Right click on attribute column “TijNHBW”

•

Click Calculate Values

•

Use expression: “([NHBWP]*( [NUMER_NHBW] / [Sum_Numer_1]))”

•

Click Ok

•

Click Options and choose Add Field…

•

Specify new field name as “Tij” and choose Double as variable Type

•

In Field Properties, choose No for Allow Null Value and set Precision as 10
and Scale as 5

•

Click Ok

•

Right click on attribute column “Tij”

•

Click Calculate Values

•

Use expression: “TijHBW+TijNHBW”

•

Click Ok
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8 Network Assignment
8.1 Concept
The last step in the travel demand model is to assign the route of the trips on the network. To

accomplish this task, we develop an executable program using C++ to calculate the shortest path for
each pair of PAZs and simultaneously collect pedestrian volume at each intersection. The program
requires three input files, including the Origin-Destination matrix, a network file that contains link
type, and an intersection file with node ID. All three input files must be text files and put under the
same folder with the executive program. If the assignment program calculates all trip pairs
successfully, the program will terminate automatically after generating three output files under the
same folder - node ID with pedestrian volume, link ID with pedestrian volume and computation
time. In the case of an error, the program window will report a failure in finding the shortest path
between certain trip pair. The user will need to close the program window and check input files
before re-run the program.
8.2 Create program input
In addition to putting input files under the same folder with the executable program, the input files

must follow certain name and format. The following section provides instructions on how to create
the three input files. Statistical software SPSS (12.0 version and later) is required for this step.

8.2.1 Origin-Destination matrix: static_od.txt
[Wait for the layer name from the trip distribution protocol, start below with the file that has only O,

D, and Tij.]
•

From the XTools menu, choose Table Operation

•

Click Table Restructure

•

Select “Trip_Tij” as the Input Feature Layer

•

Set the output type as Table

•

In the Output Dataset Field, specify new layer name as “static_od” and save

•

Click Next

•

Delete all other fields in the layer except Origin, Destination, and Tij

•

Click on the field Tij
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•

Set Type as double, Precision as 10, Scale as 2

•

Click Finish

•

Open “Trip_Tij” in SPSS

•

Delete the first column “D_R”, which is a default FID field in ArcGISgenerated DBF table

•

At the bottom of the SPSS window, click Variable View

•

Based on the user’s need for precision, set decimals for Tij as 2 (The
computation time inflates exponentially as the decimals for Tij increase. For
this reason, it is recommended that the user set the decimals as few as
possible as long as it satisfies the user’s need for precision.)

•

From Files, click on Save As

•

Save the table as Tab-delimited text file and named it as “static_od”

Note that SPSS use “. dat” as extension for text file. The user will need to change the extension to “.
txt”. Such applies to the other two input files. If you notice that your file does not appear to have an
extension, this is probably because you have Windows set to hide extension names. In any Windows
Explorer, go to Tools > Folder Options, then click on the View tab. Uncheck the box titles “Hide
extensions for known file types. Click OK. You should be able to see the file extension for all files.
Right-click the file name and select Rename. Delete the old “.dat” and enter the new extension
“.txt”. After hitting the Enter key, Windows will give you a warning that the file may not work
properly. Click Yes.

8.2.2

Network file: static_net.txt

1) Build centroid connector
In the case of PAZ being the centroid of a block, the user needs to create centroid connector to link
each PAZ to the street network. As a rule of thumb, centroid connectors should be attached to links
on all four side of a block. Yet to simply the network and to control for computation time, we use
only one centroid connector in the protocol.
To create a connector for each PAZ, the user can use an ArcGIS extension called “Hawth's Tools”
to generate a polyline from a block vertex and its centroid. Hawth's Tools is a freeware and can be
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downloaded at http://www.spatialecology.com/htools/download.php. Save the Winzip file to your
hard drive (anywhere) and unzip it. Run the program called htools_setup.exe. The user may need to
save the current workspace and restart ArcMap to activate the extension. After installation, rightclick on the toolbar in ArcMap and check Hawth’s Tools. A table containing pairs of XY
coordinates must be loaded into ArcMap in order to use this tool.
•

Add the “block_PAZID_XY” layer to ArcGIS

•

From Xtools, choose Feature Conversion

•

Navigate to Convert Features to Points

•

Select “block_PAZID_XY” as Input Feature Layer

•

Specify output name as “block_node” and save

•

Under “Point” section, choose End points, and check First

•

Click OK

•

From Xtools, choose Table Operation, then choose Add X, Y, Z
Coordinates

•

Choose “block_node” in the Layers

•

Use Ver_X as the X coordinate’s field name, and Ver_Y as the Y’s

•

Uncheck Add Z coordinate

•

Click OK

•

Right click on the “block_node” layer and choose Open Attribute Table

•

Click Option and choose Export

•

Specify the name of the output table as “connector_XY_pairs” and save

•

From the Hawth’s toolbar, choose Table Tools and click Add XY Line Data
(creates line layer)

•

From the drop-down box under Input section, choose
“connector_XY_pairs” as the Coordinate pair table

•

Under the Parameters section, choose PAZID_X as the From X Field;
PAZID_Y as the From Y Field; Ver_X as the To X Field, Ver_Y as the To
Y field

•

Specify the name of the Output Shapefile as “connectors” and save

•

Click OK
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2) Add link type
Every link in the street network must be coded into one of three link type categories. Link type 1 is
link within an intersection, for example, a crosswalk. Link type 2 is sidewalk segment. Link type 3
is centroid connector that connects the PAZ centroid to the exising network.
•

Add the “connectors” layer to ArcMap

•

Right click the “connector” layer and choose Open Attribute Table

•

Click Option and choose Add Field

•

Specify Name as LinkType and Type as Short Integer

•

Set Precision as 5

•

Click OK

•

Right click on the LinkType field

•

Click Field Caculator

•

Set Type=3

•

Click OK

•

Add “inter_link” layer to ArcMap

•

Repeat the same steps to add the LinkType field to the layer and set its
value as 1

•

Add “sidewalk” layer to ArcMap

•

Repeat the same steps to add the LinkType field to the layer and set its
value as 2

•

From Xtools, choose Table Operation and choose Table Restructure

•

For each type of the network link, “sidewalk”, “connector”, “inter_link”,
restructure the feature class so that it only contains the Type fields. Save the
output file of each network link file as “sidewalk_T”, “connector_T”,
“inter_link_T” respectively

•

Click on ArcToolbox

•

Navigate to Data Management Tools

•

Click on General and choose Merge

•

Add “sidewalk_T”, “connector_T”, “inter_link_T” as Input Datasets

•

Specify the Output Dataset as “All_link” and save
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3) The network input file must have the following four columns consecutively: LinkID, Fnode,
Tnode, LinkType. LinkID is an index field for every link in the network. To calculate Fnode and
Tnode, the user can refer to instructions in the Trip Generation part for how to use the Calc Fnode
Tnode extension.
•

Open ArcCatalog

•

Add a new point shapefile and name it as “FTnodes”

•

Assign it the same projection with “All_link” layer

•

Click on the Fnode Tnode button (refer to the Trip Generation part of the
protocol for instructions on how to add the Fnode Tnode extension to
ArcMap)

•

Choose “All_link” as the polyline layer

•

Choose “FTnodes” as the point layer

•

Click OK

•

From Xtools, choose Table Operation and click Calculate Area, Perimeter,
Length, Acres and Hectares

•

Select “All_link” as the layer to measure

•

Set the Desired output units as Meters

•

Click OK

•

In the attribute table, click Option and choose Add Field

•

Specify the Name as LinkID and Type as Long Integer

•

Set the Precision as 10

•

Click OK

•

Right click on the LinkID field

•

Choose Field Calculator

•

Check the Advanced box

•

Type in the following script
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•

Click OK

•

Click and drag the columns in the attribute table to adjust the sequence of
the fields to make sure it match the required input format

•

Repeat the same steps in the 7.2.1 session for SPSS to format the “All_link”
layer into a text file and name it as “static_net.txt”

8.2.3

Intersection file with node ID: IS_node.txt

The user will need to specify a unique ID for every node at an intersection. Note that the intersection
node ID can not duplicate with any of the Fnode and Tnode ID, therefore the user must start
indexing node ID from X+1, where X being the maximum value of Fnode and Tnode ID. For
example, if 5000 is the maximum value of Fnode and Tnode ID in static_net.txt, the first
intersection node ID can be any integer that is larger than 5000.
•

From Xtools, choose Table Operation and click Table Restructure

•

Select “FTnodes” as the Input Feature Layer

•

Specify the name of the output as “IS_node” and save

•

Click Next

•

Delete all other fields except FID

•

Click Next

•

Click Finish

•

Right click on “IS_node” layer and choose Open Attribute Table
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•

Click Option and choose Add Field

•

Specify Name as “IS_ID” and Type as Long Integer

•

Set the Precision as 10

•

Right click on the “IS_ID” field

•

Choose Field Calculator

•

Check the Advanced box

•

Type in the following script

•

Click OK

•

Right click on the “IS_ID” field

•

Use the expression “(ID=) ID+X”, where X being the maximum value of
Fnode and Tnode ID

•

Click OK

•

Repeat the same steps in the 7.2.1 session for SPSS to format the “IS_node”
layer into a text file and name it as “IS_node.txt”

8.3

Run the program

Before the user can run the program, all three input files are required to have their column names
removed, so that the first row of each input file will be numeric values. We suggest that the user
download a freeware called Notepad++ at http://notepad-plus.sourceforge.net/uk/download.php to
handle this task, for the reason that some of these text input files are so large that it takes a long time
for Notepad to process.
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Once all three input files are put under the same folder with the executable program, named
PedAssign.exe, the user can double click it to run. This program will ask the user how many types
of links there are in the network. In this case, we have three types of links. After this, the program
will ask what the travel speed is for each type of link. The speed unit is 2, 3, 10 in MPH
respectively.
Note: The user should be aware that depending on the complexity of the network and the desired
precision level of Tij, the computation time would be significantly different. In this case, we have
1709 PAZs and about 15000 network segments with 2 decimals for Tij. The approximate
computation time is 22 hours.

8.4 Calculate intersection volume
8.4.1 Adding program output files into ArcGIS

After the assignment program finishes, there will be a text file called “IS_Vol.txt” under the
program folder. The user will need to open ArcGIS and add this text file, by clicking “Add Data”
button on the toolbar. Note that the text file has two columns, node ID and its associate volume. The
node ID field matches the one in the “IS_node” layer generated in 8.2 Create program inputs. To
locate the assigned volume on each intersection, the user needs to join the “IS_Vol” text file with
the “IS_node” layer based on the shared node ID field. Then export the joined file and name it
“VolumeNodes”

8.4.2 Sum up volume of all nodes at each intersection

The assignment program calculates volume on each node. The user will need to add all nodes’
volume to attain daily pedestrian volume at each intersection. The following steps explain how to
generate a layer called “intersection_container” in order to capture all nodes locate at each
intersection. A tool called “Intersect Lines” in the Hawth’s extension will output a point layer
representing the points of intersection between two line layers.
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From Xtools menu, choose Feature Conversion > Convert features to points.
This will create nodes for all intersections in the network.



Choose “Road_central” layer as your input



Specify new layer name as “road_points” and save



Click OK





The output will look like the figure below:
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Create a buffer layer for all “road_points” called “intersection_container”



Set the radius of the buffer as 12 meters (Refer to previous section on how to
create buffers for a point layer)
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The output will look like the figure below:
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•
•

Right click the “intersection_container” layer and choose Join

•

Use Join based on spatial locations

•

Set “road_points” as the layer to join with and check Sum under the Volume field

•

Specify new layer name as “Intersection_volume” and save

•
•

Right click the “intersection_container” layer and choose Join

•

Use Join based on spatial locations

•

Set “VolumeNodes” as the layer to join with

•

Select the first option and check Sum and Average boxes

•

Specify new layer name as “Intersection_volume” and save
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•
Note: The output table will show the average volumes at each intersection. The two methods
used to create crosswalks may generate different nodes at each intersection; therefore the
“Sum” of the volumes will not be accurate. Instead, the user should use the average volumes
from each direction and multiply the number of legs of the intersection to obtain total
volumes. For example, the user should average volume by four for “+” shaped intersections.
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A sample output of the assignment program is shown in the figure below:

Legend
Sidewalk

Total Volume
0 - 50
50 - 150
150 - 300
300 - 600
600- 1700

The user must be aware that the due to edge effects, the results of at the edges of the study
area are not valid. Therefore, the user must only consider the results inside approximately ¼
mile from the outer boundary. The figure below shows an example of a valid study area.
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10 Technical Appendices
Appendix A: Property View Categories for Land Use
Retail
[CIUSE] = '30000' OR [CIUSE] = '30010' OR [CIUSE] ='30500' OR [CIUSE] ='30600'OR [CIUSE]
= '30650'OR [CIUSE] = '30800'OR [CIUSE] = '31000' OR [CIUSE] ='32000'OR [CIUSE] =
'34000'OR [CIUSE] = '35000' OR [CIUSE] ='36000' OR [CIUSE] ='37000' OR [CIUSE] ='39000'
• Retail Converted Dwelling
• Retail Store Condo
• Retail Store
• Retail with Apartment Upstairs
• Retail with Office Upstairs
• Shopping Center 0-20,000 sf
• Shopping Center 20-100,000 sf
• Shopping Center
Service (includes office)
[CIUSE]= '05000' OR [CIUSE]= '05200' OR [CIUSE]='05600' OR [CIUSE]='11000'OR [CIUSE]=
'11500'OR [CIUSE]= '11600'OR [CIUSE]= '12000' OR [CIUSE]='12500'OR [CIUSE]= '12600'OR
[CIUSE]= '13000'OR [CIUSE]= '13500' OR [CIUSE]='13600'OR [CIUSE]= '13700'OR [CIUSE]=
'13800' OR [CIUSE]='17000' OR [CIUSE]='17100' OR [CIUSE]='23000' OR [CIUSE]='23600' OR
[CIUSE]='25000' OR [CIUSE]='27000' OR [CIUSE]='27100' OR [CIUSE]='40500'OR
[CIUSE]='40710' OR [CIUSE]='40800'OR [CIUSE]= '41000' OR [CIUSE]='41700' OR
[CIUSE]='41800' OR [CIUSE]='42000' OR [CIUSE]='43000' OR [CIUSE]='44000' OR
[CIUSE]='44100' OR [CIUSE]='44200' OR [CIUSE]='48000' OR [CIUSE]='48500'
Other
(“DESCLU"= 'Commercial Condominium' or "DESCLU"= 'Commercial Residential' or
"DESCLU"= 'Commercial' or "DESCLU"= 'Exempt Commercial' or "DESCLU"= 'Industrial') and
([CIUSE]='03700' or [CIUSE]='50000' or [CIUSE]='57500' or [CIUSE]='73000' or
[CIUSE]='73500' or [CIUSE]='80120' or [CIUSE]='08100' or [CIUSE]='10700')
(This is commercial and industrial other than retail and service)
Commercial
"DESCLU"= 'Commercial Condominium' or "DESCLU"= 'Commercial Residential' or
"DESCLU"= 'Commercial' or "DESCLU"= 'Exempt Commercial'
• Commercial Condominium
• Commercial Residential
• Commercial
• Exempt Commercial
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Appendix B: Trip Generation Models for Pedestrian Walking Trips
A. Source Data Used for Model Development:
NHTS 2001 (Baltimore areas - 6 counties)
B. Selected Variables Used in Trip Generation Models

HBW_HH: Number of home-based walk (HBW) trips per household (walk trips/hh)

Walk: Binary variable indicating walk trip mode (1=walk trip, 0=trip with other modes)

VehOwner: Binary variable indicating vehicle ownership of each household (“0” = no vehicle,
“1” = having vehicles more than one)

Connect: Continuous variable indicating connectivity of sidewalk networks in 1/4 mile buffer
of each house hold (in range of “0” to “1”)
No. of intersections in 1/4 mile buffer except Cul-de-sacs

(note: Connect=
)
Total no. of intersections in 1/4 mile buffer

P_comm: Continuous variable indicating density of commercial areas in 1/4 mile buffer of
Commercial area
each household ( P_comm=
× 100 ; note that P_comm can be greater
Area of 1/4 mile buffer
than 100% in urban centers in which many high-rise buildings are located )

HH_buffer: Number of dwelling units in 1/4 mile buffer of each household

HHIncCont: Continuous variable indicating household income

Nonwhite: Binary variable indicating race of each household (0= white, 1 = non-white)

1.1. Home Base Walk (HBW) Models
A. Correlation Matrix for Variables Used in HBW Trip Models
HBW_HH
VehOwner
Connect
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P_comm

Dwell_Units

HBW_HH

1.0000

-0.3309

0.3102

0.1533

0.2122

P_comm

0.1533

-0.1756

0.3342

1.0000

0.1200

HH_buffer

0.2122

-0.1334

0.5845

0.1200

1.0000

B. Descriptive Statistics for Variables Used in the NB Regression Model
Variables
Type
Mean
Standard
Minimum
Value
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Maximum
Value

No. of
Observation

Deviation
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HBW_HH

Continuous

3,263

1.089

2.239

0

25

Statistics based on NHTS 2001 – Baltimore areas for 6 counties

C. HBW Trips Distribution
U

Percent Cumulative
67.85%
67.85%
4.60%
72.45%
13.97%
86.42%
1.50%
87.93%
6.13%
94.05%
0.70%
94.76%
2.42%
97.18%
0.34%
97.52%
1.04%
98.56%
0.12%
98.68%
0.40%
99.08%
0.06%
99.14%
0.31%
99.45%
0.12%
99.57%
0.06%
99.63%
0.09%
99.72%
0.09%
99.82%
0.06%
99.88%
0.06%
99.94%
0.03%
99.97%
0.03%
100.00%
100.00%

Histogram of HBW Trips
2,500

2,000

Frequency

HBW Frequency
0
2,214
1
150
2
456
3
49
4
200
5
23
6
79
7
11
8
34
9
4
10
13
11
2
12
10
13
4
14
2
15
3
16
3
18
2
20
2
24
1
25
1
Total
3,263

1,500

1,000

500

0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

HBW (No. of walk trips/hh)

1.1.1. Negative Binomial (NB) Regression Models
A. Model Description:
Negative binomial (NB) regression is used to estimate count models when the poisson estimation is
inappropriate due to overdispersion (which is most of the time). In a poisson distribution the mean
and variance are equal. When the variance is greater than the mean the distribution is said to display
overdispersion. The NB model includes an ancillary parameter α which is an estimate of the degree
of overdispersion. When α is zero, NB model has the same distribution as poisson model. The larger
α is the greater the amount of overdispersion in the data. There is a statistical test (known as
“Likelihood-ratio test of α = 0”) that indicates which model (either NB or Poisson) is appropriate for
a given data set.
U

U

U

B. NB Regression Results
U
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Variables

Coefficient

Standard Error

Z

P>|z|
[95% Conf. Interval]
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VehOwner

-0.94554

0.09848

-9.60

0.000

-1.138553

-0.75253

Pseudo R2 = 0.0517; Likelihood-ratio test of NB model: LR chi2 = 441.97, Prob > chi2 = 0.0000
P

P

Likelihood-ratio test of alpha=0: chibar2 = 2723.22, Prob>=chibar2 = 0.000
HBW_HH (walk trips/household)
=exp (-1.03423 - 0.94554VehOwner + 2.37135Connect + 0.00706P_comm + 0.00015Dwell_Units)
P

P

(1)

1.1.2. Calculation of Home Base Walk trips per PAZ
 Step1: Compute HBW_HH from Equation (1)
 Step2: Compute HBWP
HBWP = HBW_HH * HH_PAZ
where: HBWP = Home Base Walk Productions per PAZ
HH_PAZ = Number of dwelling units in PAZ
*Note: production and attraction of home-based walk trips are assumed to be the same (i.e.,
HBWP=HBWA)
U

1.2. Non Home-Based Walk (NHBW) Models
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*Note: We adopt “Baycast Non Home-Based Trip Generation Model” to estimate non homebased total trips (total trips per PAZ)
U

U

1.2.1. Baycast Non Home-Based Trip Generation Models
A. Variables Used in Baycast Trip Generation Models

NHBTP: Total non home-based (NHB) trips produced (generated) from PAZ

NHBTA: Total NHB trips attracted to PAZ

RETEMP: Number of retail employments per PAZ

SEREMP: Number of service employments per PAZ

OTHEMP: Number of other employments per PAZ

TOTHH: Total households per PAZ
U

B. Conversion Factors for Estimating “Retail, Service, and Other Employments”
RETEMP: 2 retail employees per 1,000 sq. ft. of retail areas
SEREMP: 3 service employees per 1,000 sq. ft of service areas
OTHEMP: 3 other employees per 1,000 sq. ft of other (business or industrial) areas
U

C. Baycast NHB Trip Production and Attraction Models
NHBTP (Total trips/PAZ)
= 2.984RETEMP + 0.916SEREMP + 0.798OTHEMP + 0.707TOTHH
NHBTA (Total trips/PAZ)
= 3.194RETEMP + 0.730SEREMP + 0.636OTHEMP + 0.803TOTHH
U

(2)
(3)

1.2.2. “Logistic Regression Model” for Estimating Walk Trip Rate per PAZ
A. Source Data Used for Model Development:
NHTS 2001 for individual trip tables (Baltimore areas - 6 counties)
U

U

B. Purpose of the “Logistic Regression Model”
To skim off non home-based (NHB) walk trips from the total NHB total trips estimated from the
Baycast model
U

C. Variables Used for the “Logistic Regression Model”

Walk: Binary variable indicating either walk or non walk trip per individual trip

Connect_Origin: Continuous variable indicating connectivity of sidewalk networks in 1/4 mile
buffer of each trip origin (in range of “0” to “1”)
No. of intersections in 1/4 mile buffer except Cul-de-sacs

(note: Connect_Origin=
)
Total no. of intersections in 1/4 mile buffer

P_comm_Origin: Continuous variable indicating density of commercial areas in 1/4 mile
Commercial area
buffer of each trip origin ( P_comm=
× 100 )
Area of 1/4 mile buffer
U

D. Descriptive Statistics for Variables Used in the “Logistic Regression Model”
Variables
Type
No. of
Mean
Observation
U
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Maximum

Standard
Deviation

Walk

Binary

25,342

0.128

149

Minimum
Value

Value

Connect_Origin

Continuous

25,342

0.705

150

0.334

0

1

0.223

0

1

P
O i i on NHTS
C ti 2001 for individual
25 342 trip tables
4 605– Baltimore
16 402
0
Statistics
based
areas for 6 counties

219 642

E. Walk Trips Distribution
U

Walk Frequency
0
22,142
1
3,248
Total
25,390

Percent Cumulative
87.21%
87.21%
12.79%
100.00%
100.00%

F. “Logistic Regression” Results
Coefficient
Variables
U

Standard Error

Z

P>|z|

[95% Conf. Interval]
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Likelihood-ratio
Pseudo R2 = 0.0626
test of Logistic Regression model: LR chi2 = 1212.79, Prob > chi2 = 0.0000
P

P

Prob (walk trip): Walk trip rate per each trip
exp ( -4.28692 + 3.04181Connect_Origin - 0.00516P_comm_Origin )
=
1 + exp ( -4.28692 + 3.04181Connect_Origin - 0.00516P_comm_Origin )

(4)

1.2.3. Calculation of NHBWalk trips per PAZ
Case 1: NHBWalk per PAZ for Production
 Step1: Compute “NHBTP” from Equation (2)
 Step2: Compute “Walk Trip Rate” from Equation (4)
 Step3: Compute “NHBWalk trips for Production per PAZ Using Equations (2) and (4)
NHBWP = NHBTP (Total trips/PAZ) × Prob (walk trip)
where: NHBWP_PAZ = Non home-based walk trips for Production per PAZ
U

Case 1: NHBWalk per PAZ for Attraction
 Step1: Compute “NHBTA” from Equation (3)
 Step2: Compute “Walk Trip Rate” from Equation (4)
 Step3: Compute “NHBWalk trips for Attraction per PAZ Using Equations (3) and (4)
NHBWA_PAZ = NHBTA (Total trips/PAZ) × Prob (walk trip)
where: NHBWA_PAZ = Non home-based walk trips for Attraction per PAZ
U

1.3. Trip Generation Model Results
A. Home-Based & Non Home-Based Walk Trip Distribution (Table)
U

Walk Trips/PAZ/Day
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
More

HBWalk/PAZ
Frequency Cumulative %
707
41.37%
93
46.81%
109
53.19%
95
58.75%
95
64.31%
100
70.16%
84
75.07%
78
79.64%
54
82.80%
50
85.72%
52
88.77%
43
91.28%
33
93.21%
29
94.91%
20
96.08%
14
96.90%
11
97.54%
7
97.95%
11
98.60%
10
99.18%
5
99.47%
2
99.59%
0
99.59%
2
99.71%
2
99.82%
3
100.00%

NHBWP/PAZ
Frequency Cumulative %
1299
76.01%
173
86.13%
95
91.69%
47
94.44%
27
96.02%
13
96.78%
14
97.60%
9
98.13%
9
98.65%
3
98.83%
3
99.01%
1
99.06%
1
99.12%
2
99.24%
1
99.30%
0
99.30%
0
99.30%
0
99.30%
3
99.47%
0
99.47%
1
99.53%
0
99.53%
2
99.65%
0
99.65%
0
99.65%
4
100.00%
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NHBWA/PAZ
Frequency Cumulative %
1306
76.42%
207
88.53%
86
93.56%
32
95.44%
23
96.78%
17
97.78%
9
98.30%
2
98.42%
7
98.83%
3
99.01%
2
99.12%
2
99.24%
1
99.30%
0
99.30%
2
99.41%
1
99.47%
0
99.47%
0
99.47%
2
99.59%
0
99.59%
0
99.59%
1
99.65%
1
99.71%
1
99.77%
0
99.77%
4
100.00%

Home-Based & Non Home-Based Walk Trip Distribution
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